CASE STUDY

Wireless Network Development (UK) Ltd
Acquisition of New Office Premises

Wireless Network Development (UK) Ltd (WND) is Sigfox Network Operator for the UK that is
reinventing connectivity for the internet of things (IoT) through a low power, wide area UK
network that drastically brings down cost and energy consumption required for securely
connecting IoT sensors to the Cloud.

“Having previously been in a serviced office
building where the acquisition process was very
straightforward, the thought of acquiring
conventional office space was daunting
especially as we are so focused on developing
our business at the moment and senior
management time is previous. Appointing
Chandler Garvey allowed us to keep focusing on
the business and leave the relocation process in
expert hands. What we have ended up with is
office space that we are delighted with, on terms
that are much better than we had anticipated
and with least disruption to the business. We
also have the peace of mind that there is nothing
in the lease that will compromise the business
later on.”
Neal Forse, WND

Sigfox is designed from the ground up to leverage unlicensed frequency bands within the radio
spectrum and offer low-cost, ubiquitous communication for connected IoT devices.
WND is aiming for 95% population coverage, with around 1,800 base stations deployed across
the UK by the end of 2018. WND UK’s channel partners are launching innovative IoT solutions
every day, targeting a growing range of real-world applications, from machine-to-machine
communication to infrastructure capable of supporting entire smart cities.
Based in serviced office accommodation in High Wycombe, WND was growing fast and the
premises were proving to be too costly and unable to meet the demands of the business that
needed better ground floor access for the tech hub and a better corporate profile.
Chandler Garvey was appointed to manage the relocation to suitable office premises and after
developing a detailed brief with the client, started to look for suitable accommodation.
Modern air-conditioned office premises were identified on the Regent Park development in
Princes Risborough, that benefited from a previous tenant’s fit out and thus reducing the initial
capital expenditure needed to get the premises operational.
Arranged over two floors, the building allowed WND to have the mix of functionality it needed
and at the same time, the self-contained building gave it the corporate profile it required.
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